
Alternative to the Wedges Approach: Geo-engineering?

Solar Radiation Management

--increase albedo to offset GHG 

warming

Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR)

--actively scrub CO2 from the 

atmosphere



Proposed Geo-engineering Schemes



Negative Emissions Strategy: Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR)

Scrubbing CO2 from 

air

New technologies 

needed (being tried)

Current costs are 

estimated at $100-

$200 per ton

Typical installation 20-

500 tons/year/m2
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Stratospheric Aerosol Injection (Enhancement)

Relatively low cost

$2-3 billion / year

Already technically feasible –

some debate about aircraft 

capability





Geo-engineering: Particles in Stratosphere

Estimates: Need 1 – 5 Tg S/yr to negate doubled CO2



Geo-engineering: Particles in Stratosphere

~20 Tg S in 

stratosphere

Need Mt. 

Pinatubo every 2-

4 years…



Marine Cloud Brightening

• https://twitter.com/i/status/1121455609465974786

• Lifetime of aerosol in air near surface much shorter (1 week or 

less) → need bigger source, but more natural (sea spray)

• Effect of brightening clouds on energy balance potentially 

stronger effect than stratospheric aerosol

https://twitter.com/i/status/1121455609465974786






Geo-engineering Issues

What laws and treaties exist or are 

needed?

Who will control the desired climate?

How will these affect regional 

climates?

What happens if there is an 

interruption in the scheme or faulty

storage, etc.?

Global average T is not the only 

problem associated with increasing 

CO2, what about those?



International Agreements are Voluntary



Climate Club Example

“Club” of countries agree to emissions reductions

Countries not agreeing (and not meeting targets) are 

penalized via tariffs on imports



It isn’t “rocket science”

1. Increasing greenhouse gases is 

a positive radiative forcing.

2. Temperature should increase 

(1880’s physics): natural positive 

feedbacks amplify warming

3. Impacts of increased 

temperature: ice melts, sea water 

expands, soil moisture 

evaporates faster, more water 

vapor means heavier rains



Course Goals 

1. Introduce you to climate science 

and the scientific method

2. Give you tools to understand 

and critically evaluate modern 

environmental problems

https://uw.iasystem.org/survey/209394



Enjoy your summer!*

*But first study for your final exam
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An Economic Approach



Climate Clubs

New York Times: Climate Deal Needs a Big Stick, Eduardo Porter

June 2, 2015

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/03/business/energy-environment/climate-deal-badly-needs-a-big-stick.html


Some opinions (not necessarily endorsed by me)

http://thedailyshow.cc.com/videos/8q3nmm/burn-noticed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E0a_60PMR8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDL4Bs3NbB0

http://thedailyshow.cc.com/videos/8q3nmm/burn-noticed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E0a_60PMR8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDL4Bs3NbB0

